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How to derive a predictive splicing code?
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pnc no change

5 Inferring the Regulatory Code

The feature information index described in the previous section aims to answer the question “How
informative is each feature on its own with respect to a specific splice pattern (e.g., differential inclusion
in CNS)?”. This is also the type of question addressed, using various computational approaches, in all
previous studies of condition specific alternative splicing with respect to known or novel sequence motifs
(e.g., (Castle et al., 2008; Das et al., 2007; Fagnani et al., 2007; Sugnet et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008)).
A somewhat different question is “Which set of features , when combined together, defines a robust and
predictive regulatory code for a given splice pattern?”. While the two questions are related, they are
quite different and their corresponding answers may yield different feature sets of interest. For example,
a certain feature may be highly useful for predicting a specific splice pattern while only appearing in a
relatively small subset of the events who share it. Thus, it can be found as a highly robust feature for the
regulatory code, while the amount of information it carries for the entire group of exons who share this
pattern would be moderate. The Nova cis elements are a good example of that, being selected as robust
features for the regulatory code for increased inclusion in CNS tissues, while estimated to regulate only
about 7% of the exons that share this pattern . On the other hand, a specific cis element may be very
common in the regulatory code for a specific pattern but may be highly redundant to other cis elements
in terms of its predictive power since they tend to co-appear. In such a case this feature may score
high in terms of information content, but may be, in the extreme case, totally ignored by the algorithm
learning the regulatory code for that pattern .

We now turn to describe how the second question regarding a set of features , which together define
a robust and predictive regulatory code for a specific splice pattern, was addressed.

5.1 Regulatory Code Learning

The goal of this step of the procedure is to identify RNA features (motifs, nucleotide biases and transcript
structure features) and how they can be combined so as to be predictive of the N splicing patterns
q1, . . . , qN extracted as described above. The measure of code quality that we use is
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where qs
i is the probability of splicing change s ⇥ {inc, exc,nc} in example i, ps(ci, ri) is the predicted

probability of splicing change s given cellular condition ci and RNA feature vector ri, and q̄s is the
average probability of splicing change s, q̄s = 1
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i . H measures the average number of bits of
information in condition-dependent splicing changes that are accounted for by the splicing code. To see
this, we rewrite H as follows:
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where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence or relative entropy measure (Cover and Thomas, 1991).
The first term is the average information lost when making predictions without taking into account
the condition or RNA feature vector. The second term is the average information lost when making
predictions using the splicing code. The difference is the average gain in information achieved by the
splicing code.
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(ESEs and ISEs) and silencers (ESSs and ISSs),which are 6–8nucleotides
long and were identified without regard to possible tissue-dependent
roles24–26, and 314 5–7-nucleotide-long motifs that are conserved in
intronic sequences neighbouring alternative exons27. There are also
460 region-specific counts of 1–3-nucleotide ‘short motifs’, because
such features were previously associated with alternative splicing28.
We included 57 ‘transcript structure’ features implicated in determin-
ing spliced transcript levels, such as exon/intron lengths, regional
probabilities of secondary structures29, and whether exon inclusion/
exclusion introduces a premature termination codon (PTC).

In addition to the feature compendium, we constructed a set of
,1,800 ‘unbiased motifs’ by performing a de novo search10 for each
tissue type and direction of splicing change (Supplementary
Information 3). Later, we report results obtained with and without
using these features.

Assembling a high-information code

Ourmethod seeks a code that is able to predict the splicing patterns of
all exons as accurately as possible, based solely on the tissue type and
proximal RNA features. The putative features for a particular exon
are appended to make a feature vector r, and the corresponding
prediction in tissue type c is denoted p(c,r). Like q, p(c,r) consists
of probabilities of increased inclusion or exclusion, or no change. The
code is combinatorial and accounts for how features cooperate or
compete in a given tissue type, by specifying a subset of important

features, thresholds on feature values and softmax parameters30 relat-
ing active feature combinations to the prediction p(c,r) (Supplemen-
tary Information 4).

We use a measure of ‘code quality’ that is based on information
theory31 (see Methods). It can be viewed as the amount of informa-
tion about genome-wide tissue-dependent splicing accounted for by
the code. A code quality of zero indicates that the predictions are no
better than guessing, whereas a higher code quality indicates
improved prediction capability.

To assemble a code, our method recursively selects features from
the compendium, while optimizing their thresholds and softmax
parameters to maximize code quality (Supplementary Informa-
tion 5). The code quality increased monotonically during assembly,
but diminished gains were observed after 200 features were included
(Fig. 1b, c, based on fivefold cross-validation). The final assembled
code contained,200 features. When a code was assembled using the
compendium plus the unbiased motifs, the increase in code quality
did not exceed 1 s.d. in error (data not shown), but, interestingly,
some of the unbiased motifs that did not correspond to any com-
pendium features were selected and subsequently experimentally
verified (see later).

To quantify the contributions of its different components, we
compared our final assembled code to partial codes whose only
inputs were the tissue type, previously describedmotifs, conservation
levels, or the compendium with transcript structure features or con-
servation levels removed (Fig. 1d).

Predicting alternative splicing

On the task of distinguishing alternatively spliced exons from con-
stitutively spliced exons, our method achieves a true positive rate of
more than 60% at a false positive rate of 1% (Supplementary
Information 6). To address the more difficult challenge of predicting
tissue-dependent regulation, we applied the code to various sets of
unique test exons (exons not similar to those used during code
assembly) and verified the predictions using microarray data, PCR
with reverse transcription (RT–PCR) and focused studies (see later
and Supplementary Information 5).

We first asked whether the theoretical ranking of the different
codes shown in Fig. 1d corresponds well to their relative abilities to
predict microarray-assessed tissue-dependent regulation (see
Methods). Indeed, the final assembled code achieved significantly
higher accuracy than the partial codes (Fig. 2a). For exons in genes
with median expression in the top 20th percentile, at a false positive
rate of 1%, a true positive rate of 21% was achieved, and this rose to
51% for a false positive rate of 10%.

We next asked how well the splicing code predicts significant
differences in the percentage exon inclusion between pairs of tissues,
for cases where the predicted difference is large (Fig. 2b and
Supplementary Fig. 12). For microarray data, the splicing code
correctly predicted the direction of change (positive or negative) in
82.4% of cases (P, 13 10230, Binomial test; see Methods). For RT–
PCR evaluation, 14 exons that the splicing code predicted would
exhibit significant tissue-dependent splicing were profiled in 14
diverse tissues. The splicing code correctly predicted the direction
of change in 93.3% of cases (P, 13 10210, Binomial test). A scatter-
plot comparing predictions and measurements (Fig. 2c) illustrates
that the code is able to predict an exon’s direction of regulation better
than its percentage inclusion level. Figure 2d shows RT–PCR data
and predictions for four representative exons.

To assess whether the code recapitulates results from experimental
studies of individual exons and tissue-specific splicing factors, we
surveyed 97 CNS- and/or muscle-regulated exons targeted by Nova,
Fox, PTB, nPTB and/or unknown factors18,19,32–39. For each test exon,
we extracted its features, applied the code and examined whether or
not it correctly predicts splicing patterns in CNS or muscle tissues
(Supplementary Table 3). The code’s predictionswere correct for 74%
of the combined set of 97 exons (P, 13 10241, Bernoulli test), 65%
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Figure 1 | Assembling the splicing code. a, The code extracts hundreds of
RNA features (known/new/short motifs and transcript structure features)
from any exon of interest (red), its neighbouring exons (yellow) and
intervening introns (blue). It then predicts whether or not the exon is
alternatively spliced, and if so, whether the exon’s inclusion level will increase
or decrease in a given tissue, relative to others. b, c, Code assembly proceeds
by recursively adding features to maximize an information measure of code
quality (b), and different feature types are preferred at different stages of
assembly (c). d, The final assembled code achieves higher code quality than
simpler codes derived using previously reported features and feature subsets.
Cons, conservation; w/o, without. Error bars represent 1 s.d.
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(ESEs and ISEs) and silencers (ESSs and ISSs),which are 6–8nucleotides
long and were identified without regard to possible tissue-dependent
roles24–26, and 314 5–7-nucleotide-long motifs that are conserved in
intronic sequences neighbouring alternative exons27. There are also
460 region-specific counts of 1–3-nucleotide ‘short motifs’, because
such features were previously associated with alternative splicing28.
We included 57 ‘transcript structure’ features implicated in determin-
ing spliced transcript levels, such as exon/intron lengths, regional
probabilities of secondary structures29, and whether exon inclusion/
exclusion introduces a premature termination codon (PTC).

In addition to the feature compendium, we constructed a set of
,1,800 ‘unbiased motifs’ by performing a de novo search10 for each
tissue type and direction of splicing change (Supplementary
Information 3). Later, we report results obtained with and without
using these features.

Assembling a high-information code

Ourmethod seeks a code that is able to predict the splicing patterns of
all exons as accurately as possible, based solely on the tissue type and
proximal RNA features. The putative features for a particular exon
are appended to make a feature vector r, and the corresponding
prediction in tissue type c is denoted p(c,r). Like q, p(c,r) consists
of probabilities of increased inclusion or exclusion, or no change. The
code is combinatorial and accounts for how features cooperate or
compete in a given tissue type, by specifying a subset of important

features, thresholds on feature values and softmax parameters30 relat-
ing active feature combinations to the prediction p(c,r) (Supplemen-
tary Information 4).

We use a measure of ‘code quality’ that is based on information
theory31 (see Methods). It can be viewed as the amount of informa-
tion about genome-wide tissue-dependent splicing accounted for by
the code. A code quality of zero indicates that the predictions are no
better than guessing, whereas a higher code quality indicates
improved prediction capability.

To assemble a code, our method recursively selects features from
the compendium, while optimizing their thresholds and softmax
parameters to maximize code quality (Supplementary Informa-
tion 5). The code quality increased monotonically during assembly,
but diminished gains were observed after 200 features were included
(Fig. 1b, c, based on fivefold cross-validation). The final assembled
code contained,200 features. When a code was assembled using the
compendium plus the unbiased motifs, the increase in code quality
did not exceed 1 s.d. in error (data not shown), but, interestingly,
some of the unbiased motifs that did not correspond to any com-
pendium features were selected and subsequently experimentally
verified (see later).

To quantify the contributions of its different components, we
compared our final assembled code to partial codes whose only
inputs were the tissue type, previously describedmotifs, conservation
levels, or the compendium with transcript structure features or con-
servation levels removed (Fig. 1d).

Predicting alternative splicing

On the task of distinguishing alternatively spliced exons from con-
stitutively spliced exons, our method achieves a true positive rate of
more than 60% at a false positive rate of 1% (Supplementary
Information 6). To address the more difficult challenge of predicting
tissue-dependent regulation, we applied the code to various sets of
unique test exons (exons not similar to those used during code
assembly) and verified the predictions using microarray data, PCR
with reverse transcription (RT–PCR) and focused studies (see later
and Supplementary Information 5).

We first asked whether the theoretical ranking of the different
codes shown in Fig. 1d corresponds well to their relative abilities to
predict microarray-assessed tissue-dependent regulation (see
Methods). Indeed, the final assembled code achieved significantly
higher accuracy than the partial codes (Fig. 2a). For exons in genes
with median expression in the top 20th percentile, at a false positive
rate of 1%, a true positive rate of 21% was achieved, and this rose to
51% for a false positive rate of 10%.

We next asked how well the splicing code predicts significant
differences in the percentage exon inclusion between pairs of tissues,
for cases where the predicted difference is large (Fig. 2b and
Supplementary Fig. 12). For microarray data, the splicing code
correctly predicted the direction of change (positive or negative) in
82.4% of cases (P, 13 10230, Binomial test; see Methods). For RT–
PCR evaluation, 14 exons that the splicing code predicted would
exhibit significant tissue-dependent splicing were profiled in 14
diverse tissues. The splicing code correctly predicted the direction
of change in 93.3% of cases (P, 13 10210, Binomial test). A scatter-
plot comparing predictions and measurements (Fig. 2c) illustrates
that the code is able to predict an exon’s direction of regulation better
than its percentage inclusion level. Figure 2d shows RT–PCR data
and predictions for four representative exons.

To assess whether the code recapitulates results from experimental
studies of individual exons and tissue-specific splicing factors, we
surveyed 97 CNS- and/or muscle-regulated exons targeted by Nova,
Fox, PTB, nPTB and/or unknown factors18,19,32–39. For each test exon,
we extracted its features, applied the code and examined whether or
not it correctly predicts splicing patterns in CNS or muscle tissues
(Supplementary Table 3). The code’s predictionswere correct for 74%
of the combined set of 97 exons (P, 13 10241, Bernoulli test), 65%
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Figure 1 | Assembling the splicing code. a, The code extracts hundreds of
RNA features (known/new/short motifs and transcript structure features)
from any exon of interest (red), its neighbouring exons (yellow) and
intervening introns (blue). It then predicts whether or not the exon is
alternatively spliced, and if so, whether the exon’s inclusion level will increase
or decrease in a given tissue, relative to others. b, c, Code assembly proceeds
by recursively adding features to maximize an information measure of code
quality (b), and different feature types are preferred at different stages of
assembly (c). d, The final assembled code achieves higher code quality than
simpler codes derived using previously reported features and feature subsets.
Cons, conservation; w/o, without. Error bars represent 1 s.d.
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What do we need for a genome wide tool?

• More,data!

• Is,it,alterna6ve?

• Is,it,6ssue,specific?

• More,features

• Assess,effect,of,features,(in#silico,experiments)
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AVISPA: Advanced Visualization of Splicing Prediction Analysis
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pairs in which !20% of cassette-type events are conserved between
human and mouse (27–29). The unusually high level of conserva-
tion observed here for both AS and its regulation most likely
reflects enrichment of functional splicing events, in contrast to
genome wide surveys that are blind to functional consequences.
These results illustrate an advantage of performing analysis of
splicing events associated with a specific physiological transition.
Consistent with studies demonstrating that conserved splicing
events tend to maintain reading frame (28, 29), 25 of the 32 (78.1%)
splicing events conserved between mouse and chicken maintain the
reading frame. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that
the majority of these alternatively spliced isoforms have conserved
functions. The nonconserved splicing transitions are also of interest
as potential contributors to species-specific differences.

Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of conserved splicing transitions
revealed particular enrichment for genes that are fundamental to
the remodeling of cardiomyocytes during postmitotic growth, such
as cytoskeletal rearrangement, nucleic acid binding and signaling.
To supplement the GO analysis, we used literature searches to
identify functions for 36 of the 44 genes tested in TgCUGBP1 and
Mbnl1"E3/"E3 mice (Fig. S8). Some of the proteins expressed from
these genes have diverse cellular functions but many (15 of 36)
associate with contractile apparatus either within the Z-disk or via
interactions with Z-disk structural or regulatory proteins. In both
avian and mammalian hearts, the force generating capacity rises
steeply during the first weeks after hatching or birth because of
accumulation and structural reorganization of contractile proteins
and a decrease in Ca2# sensitivity (30). The Z-disk forms the
structural anchor for the sarcomere as the attachment point of the
thin filaments and is crucial for communication of mechanosensory

information between cells as the attachment points of costameric
filaments (31).

We also found that several proteins (10 of 36) that undergo
developmentally regulated splicing transitions have nucleic acid-
binding properties. Six of these take part in RNA processing/
metabolism, whereas 4 regulate transcription. Consistent with
identification of several splicing regulators among the set of devel-
opmentally regulated exons, we found examples of autoregulation
and cross-regulation of splicing regulators. MBNL1 autoregulates
splicing of its own exon 5, which encodes an 18-aa domain located
within an ultraconserved segment (32). This exon is included in
fetal but not adult hearts of both mouse and chicken. Intriguingly,
we find that the analogous exon in Mbnl2 (exon 8) is also within an
ultraconserved region, exhibits conserved regulation in mouse and
chicken, and is regulated by both CUGBP1 and MBNL1. CUGBP1
also cross-regulates splicing of the splicing regulator Fox-2, which is
highly expressed in brain, skeletal muscle, and heart (33). These
observations agree with and extend previous findings that auxiliary
splicing regulators tend to cross-regulate (10, 25).

Postnatal Switch of CUGBP1 and MBNL1 Protein Expression Controls
Fetal-to-Adult Transitions for a Subset of Splicing Events. CELF- and
MBNL-binding sites were found to be enriched/conserved among
developmentally regulated AS events in mouse. Only 2 of the 6
CELF genes (CUGBP1 and CUGBP2) are expressed in heart and
both proteins are down-regulated during heart development (24,
25). We demonstrated that CUGBP1 and CUGBP2 protein levels
drop by PN6 and PN10, respectively, and that regulation of both
proteins is posttranscriptional. CUGBP1 protein stability is con-
trolled by phosphorylation through a protein kinase C-dependent

Fig. 5. Asubsetofpostnatal splicingtransitionsare regulatedbyCUGBP1and/orMBNL1.Forty-fourASeventsweretested in theheartsofTgCUGBP1andMbnl1"E3/"E3

mice and their respective littermate controls. (A–D) Splicing events were found to be regulated antagonistically by CUGBP1 and MBNL1 (A), regulated by CUGBP1 only
(B), regulated by MBNL1 only (C), or CUGBP1 and MBNL1 independent (D). Each bar shows the mean $ SD for the percent inclusion of the specified variable region.
Statistical analysis was done by using 1-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s multiple-range test (P ! 0.05). *, significantly different from E14. †, significantly different from
wild-type littermates. (E–H) Computational analysis for enrichment of CELF- and MBNL-binding motifs in flanking introns of CUGBP1- and MBNL1-regulated exons. To
therightofeachplotareheatmapsrepresentingtheP values for significantenrichmentof indicatedmotifs inpositions12–250oftheupstreamintron(upIn1),positions
%250 to %31 of the upstream intron (upIn), positions 12 to 250 of the downstream intron (dnIn), and positions %250 to %31 of the downstream intron (dnIn1).

Kalsotra et al. PNAS ! December 23, 2008 ! vol. 105 ! no. 51 ! 20337
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YmRNA levels during heart development, we compared all validated
AS events that exhibited either a !20-point change in splicing
and/or a !2.5-fold change in mRNA levels (78 genes total). Linear
regression analysis revealed no significant correlation (R2 ! 0.19)
between the 2 datasets, indicating that different sets of genes are
regulated by AS transitions or mRNA levels (Fig. S1C). Compar-
ative gene ontology analysis showed that different but overlapping
biological processes are associated with genes that undergo changes
in splicing and those that undergo changes in mRNA levels (Fig.
S2). Genes that undergo developmental splicing changes were
enriched for cell structure and motility functions, but genes exhib-
iting changes in mRNA levels were also enriched for signal trans-
duction and oxidative (lipid/steroid) metabolism. These results
demonstrate that during heart development, distinct subsets of
genes are regulated by changes in splicing and by changes in
transcript levels. Similar results have been demonstrated in com-
parisons of splicing and mRNA profiles in adult tissues and during
T cell activation (11, 13, 15, 19).

Subsets of Splicing Transitions Are Coordinated at Specific Times
During Mouse Heart Development. To determine whether splicing
transitions are coordinated during mouse heart development, all 63
splicing events were assayed by RT-PCR using E14, E18, postnatal
day 1 (PN1), PN3, and adult (3 months) heart RNA. These results
were plotted both as percentage inclusion of the variable region(s)
(Fig. 1 A and B Upper) to show the absolute change and as the
percentage of total change (Fig. 1 A and B Lower) to identify the
timing of maximal change. This analysis identified groups of splicing
transitions that are temporally coregulated. Splicing transitions
were grouped as early or late depending on whether the maximal
change occurred before or after birth, respectively. For example, 18
AS events exhibited a maximal increase in inclusion before birth
(Fig. 1A) whereas 12 exhibited an early decrease (Fig. 1B). Simi-
larly, of 17 postnatal splicing transitions, 10 exhibited increased
inclusion, and 7 exhibited decreased inclusion of the variable region.

Interestingly, 16 AS events exhibited biphasic transitions in which
"20% of the total change took place between E14 and E18, #20%
occurred between E18 and PN1, and "20% occurred between PN1
and adult. The complete list of AS events assayed is provided in
Table S2.

A Large Fraction of Splicing Transitions Are Conserved During Mouse
and Chicken Heart Development. To determine the level of conser-
vation, AS was assayed during chicken heart development by using
orthologues of genes that exhibited changes in mouse and splicing
events from the literature. A total of 114 AS events were tested, and
51 of them exhibited !20-point change between E8 and adult
chicken heart (Table S3). Next, we performed a developmental
time course of AS in chicken heart using E8, E12, E16, E20, post
hatch day 2 (PH2), PH7, and adult hearts ("6 months). Just as most
splicing transitions in mouse could be grouped according to max-
imal change relative to birth, most transitions during chicken heart
development could be grouped by maximal change relative to
hatching (Fig. S3). Direct comparison of 48 splicing transitions of
variable mRNA regions that are conserved between mouse and
chicken (!60% nucleotide identity) revealed that 32 (66.7%) were
alternatively spliced and that 30 (62.5%) of these were similarly
regulated in that the AS patterns change in the same direction
during development (Fig. 2A and Table S4). Furthermore, 21 of the
30 AS transitions switched at comparable times during mouse and
chicken heart development (representative examples shown in Fig.
S4). Differences include 16 splicing events regulated only in 1
species and 2 transitions regulated in both species but in opposite
directions.

Gene ontology analysis of the 30 conserved AS transitions
indicated that most genes participate in processes such as develop-
ment, cell structure/motility, and muscle contraction (Fig. 2B).
Genes in the development group were further analyzed for their
annotated molecular function, showing that the majority of them
encode cytoskeletal, signaling, or nucleic acid-binding proteins (Fig.

Fig. 1. Subsets of AS transitions are coregulated during specific times of mouse heart development. Total RNA was isolated from 6–20 pooled hearts at the indicated
time points. RT-PCR analysis was carried out for 63 AS events. Data are expressed as the percentage inclusion (Upper) and as the percentage of total change (Lower)
for variable regions that show increased (A) or decreased (B) inclusion during development. Alternative exons are numbered according to Ensembl, and sequences of
variable regions are presented in Table S2. In at least 2 independent assays for all E14 and adult samples, the standard deviation was #5 percentage points.
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regulated in that the AS patterns change in the same direction
during development (Fig. 2A and Table S4). Furthermore, 21 of the
30 AS transitions switched at comparable times during mouse and
chicken heart development (representative examples shown in Fig.
S4). Differences include 16 splicing events regulated only in 1
species and 2 transitions regulated in both species but in opposite
directions.

Gene ontology analysis of the 30 conserved AS transitions
indicated that most genes participate in processes such as develop-
ment, cell structure/motility, and muscle contraction (Fig. 2B).
Genes in the development group were further analyzed for their
annotated molecular function, showing that the majority of them
encode cytoskeletal, signaling, or nucleic acid-binding proteins (Fig.
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mice when compared with PN1. Western blot analysis of serially
diluted PN1 protein samples compared with adult demonstrated
!10-, 18-, and 3-fold reductions in CUGBP1, CUGBP2, and Fox-2
protein levels, respectively (Fig. S5). On the other hand, 10- and
3.8-fold increases were observed in Fox-1 and MBNL1 proteins,
respectively.

In contrast to the loss of CUGBP1 and CUGBP2 proteins, their
mRNA levels remained unchanged during this developmental period
(Fig. 4 B and C). These results indicate that steady-state CUGBP1 and
CUGBP2protein levelsareregulatedposttranscriptionally,eitherat the
level of translation or protein stability (or both). Postnatal expression of
Fox-1, Fox-2, and MBNL1 mRNAs paralleled their respective protein
expression profiles (Fig. 4 B and D).

MBNL1 has been shown to undergo a cytoplasmic to nuclear
transition during the first 3 weeks of postnatal skeletal muscle
development (25). To determine whether CUGBP1, CUGBP2, or
MBNL1 differed in nuclear-cytoplasmic distribution during post-
natal heart development, we prepared nuclear and cytoplasmic
fractions from PN2 and PN21 hearts. Loss of CUGBP1 protein at
PN21 was seen only in the nuclear fraction, whereas the cytoplasmic
levels remained unchanged (Fig. 4E). In contrast, CUGBP2 levels
declined sharply in both nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions at PN21.
MBNL1 did not show nuclear accumulation as described in skeletal
muscle but rather exhibited a small increase in the cytoplasmic
fraction at PN21. We conclude that MBNL1 is not primarily
controlled by changes in nuclear-cytoplasmic distribution during

heart development. In addition, our results suggest selective loss of
CUGBP1 from the nucleus during heart development.

CUGBP1 and MBNL1 Regulate Distinct as well as Overlapping Subsets
of Postnatal AS Transitions. Next, we sought to determine whether
postnatal splicing transitions coincided with the changes in CELF
and MBNL protein expression observed during postnatal develop-
ment. The timing of 10 postnatal AS transitions selected for
detailed analysis (8 late and 2 biphasic) demonstrated a good
correlation with changes in CELF and MBNL1 protein expression.
For instance, 8 of 10 AS transitions exhibited a maximal change
after PN6 (Fig. 4F), the time at which CUGBP1 protein starts to
decline and MBNL1 levels begin to rise.

To establish causal relationships between CELF and MBNL
protein expression and specific sets of AS transitions, we examined
AS changes in adult hearts from mice overexpressing CUGBP1 or
deficient in MBNL1 expression. Transgenic mice expressing Flag-
tagged human CUGBP1 in a heart-specific and tetracycline-
inducible manner were obtained by generating tet-inducible
CUGBP1 (TRECUGBP1) lines and crossing these with heart-
specific rtTA lines -Myh6-rtTA (see SI Text). TRECUGBP1/Myh6-
rtTA bitransgenic animals given doxycycline (designated
TgCUGBP1) expressed CUGBP1 protein 5–8 times above the
endogenous levels in adult heart (close to levels in PN1 heart) and,
importantly, MBNL1 levels were not altered in these heart tissues
(Fig. S6A). MBNL1 is required for a subset of postnatal AS changes
that occur during skeletal muscle development (25). To investigate
the contribution of MBNL1 in regulating AS transitions in the
developing heart, we used the previously characterized Mbnl1"E3/

"E3 knockout mice (26). These mice exhibited no change in
CUGBP1 protein levels in heart tissue from these mice (Fig. S6B).

We compared 44 developmentally regulated AS changes in adult
TgCUGBP1 mice (# and $ dox), Mbnl1"E3/"E3 mice and their
respective wild-type littermate controls and identified 24 AS events
that were altered by either increased expression of CUGBP1 and/or
loss of MBNL1 (Fig. 5, all AS events screened are in Table S11).
Thirteen AS events exhibited a response only in CUGBP1 overex-
pressing mice, 5 responded only in Mbnl1"E3/"E3 mice, and 6
responded in both TgCUGBP1 and Mbnl1"E3/"E3 mice (Fig. 5 A–C
and Fig. S7 A–C). All events reverted to the embryonic/early
postnatal splicing pattern strongly suggesting that these events are
primarily regulated by elevated CUGBP1 and/or decreased
MBNL1 activity in the embryo/early postnatal heart. Interestingly,
all splicing events regulated by both proteins exhibited antagonistic
responses consistent with previous work (6, 24). Two AS events,
Itga7 and VegfA, represent the 20 events that were unaffected by
either CUGBP1 overexpression or Mbnl1 depletion (Fig. 5D and
Fig. S7D). Further supporting a determinative role for the postnatal
expression of CUGBP1 and MBNL1 in regulating postnatal AS
transitions, 18 of the 24 exons that responded to either CUGBP1
and/or MBNL1 normally undergo either late or biphasic postnatal
transitions (Table S11). In addition, CELF- and MBNL-binding
motifs are significantly enriched in the upstream and downstream
introns flanking alternative exons regulated by CUGBP1 and
MBNL1, respectively (Fig. 5 E–H). These data indicate that over
half (24 of 44) of splicing events regulated during heart develop-
ment are CUGBP1- and/or MBNL1-dependent, with the rest
presumably affected by other splicing regulators.

Discussion
Conserved AS Transitions Are Part of the Remodeling Program During
Heart Development. Cascades of transcriptional changes are known
to coordinate regulatory networks during heart development (16).
Here, we present evidence that ensembles of variably spliced
regions are also coordinately regulated during mouse and chicken
heart development. Particularly striking is the extent (%60%) to
which the regulation of AS is conserved during heart development.
This is in contrast to large-scale comparisons of orthologous gene

Fig. 4. Postnatal expression of CELF, Fox, and MBNL proteins correlate with AS
transitions. (A) Steady-state protein levels. (B) Steady-state mRNA levels by RT-
PCR. (C and D) Steady-state mRNA levels determined by real time RT-PCR (Taq-
Man). (E)NuclearandcytoplasmicdistributionsofCUGBP1,CUGBP2,Fox-1, Fox-2,
and MBNL1. The distribution of Fox-1 and 2 or GAPDH demonstrate the clean
separation of nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions. (F) A tight postnatal time course
demonstrates a correlation between the timing of postnatal AS transitions and
changes in CELF, Fox, and MBNL expression.
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AVISPA predictions for Vegfa exon 6

a

b

Cu-rich(nPTB)
ACUAAY(Qkl)
YCAY(Nova)

[U]GCAUG(Fox)
CUG-rich(Cugbp)
GGGA(hnRNP-F,H)

YGCUKY(Mbnl)
G-rich(hnRNP-F,H)

Mot[GTTTT]
Mot[TCTGTT]
Mot[TTTTCC]

AAGU(hnRNP-G)
Urich(Tia1.Tiar.hnRNP-C,HuD)

GCUCCUCUUC(SRp20)
UGCUGUU(SC35)

Mot[TGTTTC]
Mot[TTTTTC]
Mot[GTGAG]
Mot[TCCTTT]
Mot[TGAGT]

Mot[CCACAG]
Mot[CTGAA]

Mot[TGAGAA]

2.5e-02 5e-02 7.5e-02 3.25e-01 3.5e-01 3.75e-01 4.0e-01 4.25e-01 4.5e-01 4.75e-01 5.0e-01

c

• Good,correspondence,to,known,biology

• Suggested,new,regulators,have,experimental,support
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